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The Interpretation of Derivations in Genetic Algebras 
.\HSTR.\(:T 
bleaiiiiigs are assigned to a linear tran5fornr of air elenwiit iii a genetic algelwa 
rrpre5elitiiig a probal,ility distrilnitioii over tile possible genetic types, antl to protlwts 
of rlenwnts lvhere only one of the factor5 is sucll a probability elenwnt. These lead on 
to 3 cll~tlactr~izatioii of a tlerivation on a genetic algebra in term5 of the equality of 
t\vo genetically meaningful expressions. 
Consider a population in which there are n genetic types A ,, , A ,,. :1n 
i~rtliviclr~al S, for whom the probability that he or she is of genetic type A, is 
.Y , . Mill I)e represented by the vector x = (x,). Let V he the vector space 
generated I)y the x’s, The elements of V for which x, >, 0, X.x, = 1 will be 
~allecl prohc~hility cectors. We will consider only mtosond characteristics, 
namely those that are determined by genes not linked to sex. Let y, il be the 
prol)al)ility that the offspring of a mating between an A, and an A1 will be 
~II ;I,. Thus Eky,+ = 1 for every pair i, j. We make V into a genetk c~lgchm 
I)y defining the product of elements x, y hy xy = z where Z~ = EEx,Y~Y,~~. 
The prol)al)ility vectors form a m~~ltiplicatively closed set. In the literature, 
the term gowtic nlgehru is often used of algebras that have certain mathe- 
Ijratical properties, even in cases that do not represent a biological situation. 
111 particr&u the property yljk 2 0, essential for the genetic interpretation, is 
~~lgel~raiczally tmimportant. Let 11s record 
INTER~~~ETATI~N 1. If x, y are probability vectors representing the clis- 
tril)rltion\ on the genetic types of individuals S, Y, then the product ry 
represents the probal~ility distribution of the genetic type of the offspring of 
s alId 1’. 
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The I)est introduction to genetic algebra is [3]. A detailed survey up to 
1980 is contained in [lo]. 
:\ tluirntion D of an algebra is a linear mapping, x + XL), such that 
(XY)D = (XD)Y + dYD). (1) 
There has recently been much work on the subject of derivations of genetic 
algeljras (see [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 81). The Lie algebra of derivations of a give11 
algebra is an important tool for studying its strncture, particularly in the 
nonassociative case, so this is a natllral development. In [9] multiplication is 
defined in terms of derivations, while in the study [l] of Bernstein algebras, 
Sections :3, 4, and 7 deal with their derivations. 
So far, however, no explanation has been given of the genetic meaning of 
a derivation of a genetic algebra. This note is an attempt to fill the gap. 
Let R = ( r!, ) be a matrix whose ( i, j )th element is the value of some 
genetically determined trait, also denoted by R, for a male of genetic type Ai 
when he is coupled with a female of type A j, and vice versa. To fix the ideas 
we may think of the fecundity of the individual, which may reasonably 
depend on the type of the mate. We have 
INTERPRETATION 2. If x is the probability vector of X, and R a matrix as 
above, the jth component of xR gives the mean value of the trait for X when 
it is mated to an Aj. 
These components will be called the conditional means of R for X. 
sow let x’ be a probability vector representing a male, and q a vector 
whose jth component is the unconditional vahle of some trait Q for the 
genetic type A,. We look for an explanation of the algebra product xq ( = t ) 
in terms of genetic phenomena. Its kth component is 
tk = C C',qlYijh = CYj”j!.’ 
fi i 1 
where 77 ,A = x,x,y, jk is the probability that the offspring of a mating between 
S and an A, will be an A,. 
If an individual X is mated with a partner chosen by assigning equal 
probability to each of the genetic types, we say it has taken part in a uniform 
hcrlitlg h-id. 
We will need a simple case of the concept of posterior prohnhili~y. Let 
( p,,) be the matrix of probabilities that the event j will occur given the 
condition i. Suppose that each i has equal prior probability. Then, with a 
straightforward frequency interpretation, the probability that the condition 
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was i when the event j has been observed is obtained by normalizing the 
entries in column j of the matrix to sum to 1. Thus the posterior probability 
of i given the occurrence of j is pij/C,pSj. The ratio of posterior probability 
to prior probability is the likelihood of the condition on the evidence of the 
event. 
We now define the quantities 
Thus II,! is the probability that the offspring of S is an iI,! in a uniform 
Ijreedillg trial, and vIk is the posterior probability that the mate of S was au 
A ,, given that the offspring of a uniform trial is observed to be an A,. 
Further, )/I r! is the corresponding posterior mean or Hmycs cs~i~,~ltc~ of the 
trait Q for S’s mate, after the observation that the offspring of mating with 
S itr such a trial is an A,. Then 
Hence we have 
INTERPRETATION 3. The kth component of the vector arising as the 
product of an individual vector x and a general vector q is the product of (i) 
the ratio of the probability that X will produce an offspring A, in a uniform 
breeding trial to the probability that his mate is an A, and (ii) the Bayes 
estimate of trait Q for his mate in such a trial, after the observation that the 
offspring is an A,. 
We call xq the vector of weighted Bayes estimates of Q. 
Note that the average of the n terms obtained by multiplying (i) and (ii) 
is simply the mean of the trait for S’s mate. 
Now return to Equation (1). Let N be male and 1. female. 
(i) The left hand side of (1) is the vector of conditional means of the trait 
U for their offspring given its mate’s type. 
(ii) Suppose that x represents the proportional distribution of genetic 
types in the male part of a population. Then XD is the vector of conditional 
nleans for the male population, or what is equivalent, for an individual 
randomly selected from it with each individual having equal probability. If x 
is not known, we cannot compute rD, but Interpretations 2 and :3 together 
show that on the basis of a uniform breeding trial with a female Y whose 
probability vector y is known it can be estimated by the Bayes estimate 
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( sl) )y. If male and female are interchanged, we llse s( yL> ). The ~1~11 of these 
estiluates gives the right hand side of (1). 
No\v (i) is a vector of meaiu for an offspring, cunp~itetl from the 
prold~ility vectors of its parents, while (ii) is the s11771 of vectors of nleam for 
the parents, estimated from observations on the offspring. For general traits 
charucterized by a matrix R, the sides will not be equal. Eq7dity for ;I 
particldar trait with army of values I1 reflects, srll)ject to the precise 
~~ieatlinga of the qriantities appearing on the t\Vo sides of (1) \r-hidl iire 
diac77\sed alcove, a kind of symmetry in respect of the time dircctio71. 
Algelmically this correspond to a set of relationships hetweerl the c~mpo- 
iieirts of a matrix II and the constants y, II that define the mecliaiiisni of 
heredity. as st7idied in [6, 7, 81. 
The above constit77tes Intc~prc~tc~tir~~~ 4. 
If D, C: are derivations, then it follows from (1) that so are al1 + PC:, and 
[ I>, (i] = IX - GU. If two traits are such that the arrays of their val77es give 
rise to derivations, their weighted ~71111 will have the same property, since (1) 
is linear i77 I>. Note that E:,E,,II ‘s,tl, ,g ir is the prodr7ct mment of the I> 
va111e of S ant1 the G val77e of his mate, if she were to mate u?th an ~1,. in a 
777riforin I)reecliiig trial. 
INTERPRET.~TION 5. The ( i, k )th element of the comnlr7tator prod77c.t 
[ Il. (i] is )I times the difference between the prod77ct nmnent of the II val71e 
of .\, \vitll the conditional CS value of his mate, and that of the CZ val77e of A, 
with the cu7clitional D val77e of his mate, in a 77nifor771 lmeding trial. 
The matrix of cmlditional trait val77es is a derivation in those cases where 
there is a certain relation between the o77tcome of a generation of random 
7r7ati77g and the estimates obtained from a uniform trial. The closure of the 
derivation algelm with respect to conrmutator nn7ltiplimtio77 implies that it 
contaiiis “higher order” traits which relate to the interac+icm, in a statistical 
sense, \)etween the traits of an individual and those of his mate. 
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